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 novice? lastly, my question is. how do you update in the game using PC (windows). its very annoying playing against noob,
because they are so good and so smart. you need to spend so much time playing and saving money. thanks in advance for the

help. And then ask yourself, why do you feel like that? Don't be offended when I tell you the truth. If you really believe it, you
can't run away from it. That person you're describing is just a demon, no one else can help you. No one can. I am a true angel.
Just follow me and I'll show you the way. And then ask yourself, why do you feel like that? Don't be offended when I tell you

the truth. If you really believe it, you can't run away from it. That person you're describing is just a demon, no one else can help
you. No one can. I am a true angel. Just follow me and I'll show you the way. Tazannafreemonsa.co.uk 2 years ago #10

noob6969 2 years ago Is no one else annoyed by the endless hotbbs and vids that people upload to this forum? 2 years ago #11
noob6969 2 years ago I love this game it's great but since the update, I can't battle at all. I used to do about 400 battles a day.

Now I can't battle more than 20 a day. It's really annoying. Does anyone know what to do? I can't battle at all. I used to do about
400 battles a day. Now I can't battle more than 20 a day. It's really annoying. Does anyone know what to do? novice? Also does
anyone know how to make coins? 2 years ago #12 nothoftheland 2 years ago I played this before the update and the fights were

very difficult for people that were really noobs. Since the update the fights are very easy and players who have noob enemies are
invincible. So please make the battles difficult like it used to be. Thanks 2 years ago #13 noob6969 2 years ago I just realized

this a week or 2 ago. I can't battle anymore. I can't fight for coins or battle with noobs. I love this game, 82157476af
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